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Abstract: An inert gas such as nitrogen is used as an extinguishing agent to suppress unexpected fire
in places such as computer rooms and server rooms. The gas released with high pressure causes noise
above 130 dB. According to recent studies, loud noise above 120 dB has a strong vibrational energy that
leads to a negative influence on electronic equipment with a high degree of integration. In this study,
a basic fire-extinguishing nozzle with absorbent was selected as the reference model, and numerical
analysis was conducted using the commercial software, ANSYS FLUENT ver. 18.1. A total of 45
experiment points was selected using the design of experiment (DOE) method. An optimum point
was derived using the response surface method (RSM). Results show that the vibrational energy of the
noise was reduced by minimizing the turbulence kinetic energy. Pressure and velocity distributions
were calculated and graphically depicted with various absorbent configurations.
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1. Introduction

Gaseous fire suppression is one of the fire-extinguishing systems used to protect equipment that is
easily damaged by water, such as electronic equipment, film, and computers in data storage facilities,
by using inert gases or chemical agents as extinguishing agents. These agents are clean, non-conductive,
and free from chemicals and residues, unlike water or powder fire-extinguishing agents.

The most popular fire-extinguishing agents in the past were those extinguishing agents that
included halon because they are the most efficient material for the mechanism that is used in gaseous
fire suppression. They choke a fire by blocking oxygen and their low temperature suppresses the flame.
However, halon is considered the main factor in ozone depletion; hence, it was banned by the Montreal
protocol. As a result, many studies have been conducted to replace halogen agents, and inert gases
such as argon, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide are now used [1–4].

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the gaseous fire-suppression system, which consists
largely of storage, operator, controller, valves, pipe, and nozzle. The storage cylinders are typically
designed to compress the extinguishing agents at more than 20 MPa, for minimizing space occupied in
the room and maximizing the mass of the extinguishing agent. The pipes and nozzle are designed to
endure this high pressure. Although these systems are enough to suppress fires and are not dangerous
to residents, new problems have recently begun to arise. Due to the development of technology,
semiconductors, computers, and medical devices are becoming smaller and more sophisticated.
Because of this, equipment is easily damaged by physical impact. The typical example is the strong
noise from gaseous fire-suppression systems stopping computerized equipment [5]. Mann and Coll [6]
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issued a warning with the results of a study indicating that the strong noise caused by gaseous
fire-suppression systems causes failure of the hard disk drive function. Many other studies have shown
that a typical gaseous fire-suppression system causes more than 130 dB of noise, which can adversely
affect the functioning of most electronic data devices [7,8].Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 15 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the gaseous fire-suppression system.

In general, design problems in engineering are addressed by conducting parameter studies to find
the best design points within an acceptable range. However, the interactions between design variables
and their causality are non-linear because the relationship between factors and outcomes is complex;
hence, it is difficult to quantify their relationship. In the past, it was possible to observe by physical
experiments only, with lots of time and money. However, due to the development of computers in
modern times, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used in many areas to replace these experiments,
and it helps to reduce these problems. Thus, the design of experiment (DOE) method, which is one
of the experimental planning methods, is used to design efficient parameters of experiments and to
analyze meaningful results [9]. Moreover, recent studies have been drawing attention to finding the
optimum design, using the statistical approximation method of the response surface method (RSM)
and the results of several cases calculated with CFD [10,11].

Palacz (et al. [12]) studied ejector mixing section optimization by using a genetic and evolutionary
algorithm with CFD, based on the homogeneous equilibrium model. Kurimoto (et al. [13]) used RSM
to optimize the mixing performance of a diesel spray nozzle, and Cheng (et al. [14]) used CFD with the
Kriging algorithm, one of the RSM methods, to minimize the loss of fluid dynamics in the pintle nozzle.

Although the demand for low-noise gaseous fire suppression is expected to increase gradually,
not much research has been done yet. Furthermore, nobody has conducted a study on the noise of the
fire-extinguishing nozzle using CFD and RSM techniques. In this study, a new silent fire-extinguishing
nozzle model was presented, and optimization was carried out through those techniques. The purpose
of this paper is to suppress the noise generated by the gas flow of the fire-extinguishing nozzle.
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The strong noise problems of gas flow are easily found in areas of engineering applications other
than fire-suppression systems, where many studies have been conducted to reduce the noise [15–18].
Hence, this study may be useful in solving those problems and can help many researchers.

2. Experiment

The experimental station was configured for the discharging test of the extinguishing agent of the
gaseous fire-suppression system. This was constructed according to the schematic diagram, as shown
in Figure 2. The results of the discharging test were used for the evaluation of the performance of the
developed silent nozzle and the validation of the numerical analysis results.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 15 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the test station.

The experimental station consists of a storage container, operator, controller, valves, pipe, nozzle,
and measuring instruments for pressure and temperature. It was constructed by considering the
technical standard of the gaseous fire-suppression system design program [19] and the standard for
acoustic power level measurements from air terminal units, dampers, and valves [20].

The extinguishing agent is IG-100 and two bottles of the storage cylinder, which weigh 23 kg,
have 28 MPa of charge pressure, and 80 L of volume per bottle, were used. The storage cylinders were
opened and closed by the control valve (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Configuration of the experimental station. 1. Storage cylinder; 2. Control valve; 3. Discharge
pipe; 4. Pressure-measuring instrument; 5. Temperature-measuring instrument; 6. Fire-extinguishing
nozzle; 8. CESVA SC160.

The extinguishing agent was released while the control valve was operating, and transported
to the ceiling of the experimental station through the pipe. The pressure and temperature data were
obtained by each measuring instrument before discharging the extinguishing agent in the experimental
room. The noise from the fire-extinguishing nozzle was measured using CESVA SC160 and recorded
by a computer.

3. Numerical Analysis

Automated programs were developed to perform the fire-extinguishing nozzle optimization.
ANSYS Workbench was used and a 3D model of the fire-extinguishing nozzle was used, as shown in
Figure 4. Design variables included a total of 6 parameters (see Figure 4). The parameters were selected
by considering whether they have structural stability and are easy to modify. They are as follows: X1 is
inlet hole diameter; X2 and X3 consist of flow direction changer; X4 is diameter of downside nozzle;
X5 is diameter of absorbent; X6 is outlet hole diameter.
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The grid system for numerical analysis was created using ANSYS Meshing, as shown in Figure 5.
Because making a fine and sophisticated grid system is important in numerical analysis, the domain
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was divided into several sections, and multi-block grids were created to obtain the highest mesh quality
in each section. In addition, the grid system was validated by performing the grid dependency test (see
Figure 6). The meshes for a quarter domain with approximately 6.14 million elements were selected.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 15 
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Numerical analysis was performed using the commercial code ANSYS FLUENT ver. 18.1. Pressure
and temperature values similar to experimental conditions were used as boundary conditions, and the
clean extinguishing agent, IG-100, was applied as working fluid.

Computational aeroacoustics (CAA) were used to predict the discharge noise of extinguishing
agents. Since sound generation and propagation are included in the compressive Navier–Stokes
equation, high-resolution transient CFD simulation is required before performing CAA. In this study,
the unsteady flow of turbulence was treated using large eddy simulation (LES), which is commonly
used in the preceding computational aeroacoustics analysis [21–23]. In addition, a coupled solver was
used to combine density-based solver and pressure-based solver. In particular, the pressure staggering
option (PRESTO) scheme was applied as an interpolation method of pressure gradient. It is known to
be suitable for natural convection treatment. Calculated CFD results were used to predict air acoustic
nature using Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings’ (FW–H) acoustic theory, which is based on the expanded
Lighthill’s acoustic analogy [24–27]. The sound pressure level (SPL) is defined as follows:

SPL = 20 log (Prms/P0), (1)

where Prms is the root mean square of the pressure pulsation, and P0 is the reference acoustic pressure.
The frequency of interest was selected from 0 to 16 kHz. The external atmospheric conditions and

additional boundary conditions are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Boundary conditions.

Description Value

Turbulence model Large eddy simulation
Acoustic model FW-H

Far-field density [kg/m3] 1.225
Far-field sound speed [m/s] 340

reference acoustic pressure [Pa] 2 × 10−5

Frequency range [kHz] 0–16
Inlet pressure [MPa] 5.95
Inlet temperature [K] 103.25

4. Design of Experiments

Sensitivity analysis is a statistical method that has been commonly used in the field of economics,
where the uncertainty of various inputs is related [27]. Causal relationships in engineering are generally
not linear and very complex, making them difficult to define mathematically. Therefore, finding the
optimum points requires a sensitivity analysis of each factor, and this requires a sufficient amount
of experimentation that can investigate causality. However, as the number of experiments increases,
it takes a lot of time and money, so the DOE method is needed to design the most efficient experiment
points [9].

The feature of the optimization study using CFD marks the difference between classical DOE
technology and modern DOE technology. The modern techniques were created by developing the
classical DOE technique on the assumption that no random errors would occur in experiments
performed in the laboratory. Therefore, reliable trends can be extracted more efficiently than the
traditional DOE techniques, such as the central composite design (CCD), Box–Behnken design, and full–
and fractional–factorial design techniques [28].

In this study, the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method, which is one of the modern DOE
techniques, was used for efficient design point selection. The LHS method was created by McKay
(et al. [29]) as an alternative to the pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling method. It has a feature that the
average value of a function can be predicted more accurately than the conventional sampling method.
The most attractive feature of the LHS technique is that one can select a sample type among the classical
DOE techniques to determine the number of DOE points that the algorithm needs to generate. In this
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study, the LHS technique, which has the CCD sampling type that was used, resulted in the same
number of design points as when the classical CCD technique was used. Table 2 shows the design
points obtained with the classical CCD sampling technique alone, and Table 3 shows the design points
calculated with the LHS technique.

Table 2. Design points of central composite design (CCD).

Name X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

1 25
17

24
17

67
4.5

2 22.5
3 27.5
4

25

15.3
5 18.7
6

17

21.6
7 26.4
8

24

15.3
9 18.7

10

17

60.3
11 73.7
12

67
4.05

13 4.95
14 23.55495 16.01736

22.61275

16.01736

63.12726

4.23989
15 26.44505 16.01736 4.76011
16 23.55495 17.98264 4.76011
17 26.44505 17.98264 4.23989
18 23.55495 16.01736

25.38725

4.76011
19 26.44505 16.01736 4.23989
20 23.55495 17.98264 4.23989
21 26.44505 17.98264 4.76011
22 23.55495 16.01736

22.61275

17.98264

4.76011
23 26.44505 16.01736 4.23989
24 23.55495 17.98264 4.23989
25 26.44505 17.98264 4.76011
26 23.55495 16.01736

25.38725

4.23989
27 26.44505 16.01736 4.76011
28 23.55495 17.98264 4.76011
29 26.44505 17.98264 4.23989
30 23.55495 16.01736

22.61275

16.01736

70.87274

4.76011
31 26.44505 16.01736 4.23989
32 23.55495 17.98264 4.23989
33 26.44505 17.98264 4.76011
34 23.55495 16.01736

25.38725

4.23989
35 26.44505 16.01736 4.76011
36 23.55495 17.98264 4.76011
37 26.44505 17.98264 4.23989
38 23.55495 16.01736

22.61275

17.98264

4.23989
39 26.44505 16.01736 4.76011
40 23.55495 17.98264 4.76011
41 26.44505 17.98264 4.23989
42 23.55495 16.01736

25.38725

4.76011
43 26.44505 16.01736 4.23989
44 23.55495 17.98264 4.23989
45 26.44505 17.98264 4.76011
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Table 3. Design points of Latin hypercube sampling (LHS).

Name X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

1 24.33333 17.22667 23.78667 15.41333 72.36 4.58
2 25.33333 17.98222 26.13333 16.39556 61.64 4.64
3 22.55556 17.07556 23.14667 17.07556 66.70222 4.86
4 24.77778 15.71556 22.93333 16.47111 61.04444 4.36
5 22.77778 15.33778 23.36 17.60444 72.65778 4.3
6 27.11111 15.56444 24.64 16.24444 65.80889 4.94
7 24.66667 17.52889 22.4 16.62222 64.91556 4.24
8 27 18.05778 24 16.16889 72.06222 4.62
9 23.44444 17.30222 25.49333 17.30222 72.95556 4.78

10 23.11111 16.09333 24.96 18.20889 70.27556 4.6
11 23.77778 16.32 26.24 17.98222 67 4.66
12 23 17.60444 24.42667 15.79111 64.02222 4.52
13 24.22222 17.45333 21.97333 15.48889 67.59556 4.76
14 25.55556 16.24444 26.02667 18.05778 65.51111 4.16
15 23.66667 18.66222 22.61333 17.22667 70.87111 4.06
16 26.44444 15.41333 24.10667 15.33778 71.46667 4.18
17 26.22222 16.84889 25.81333 15.64 66.40444 4.8
18 25.22222 16.77333 21.65333 17.83111 73.55111 4.14
19 22.88889 18.36 23.68 18.36 66.10667 4.34
20 22.66667 16.01778 23.04 17.15111 68.48889 4.88
21 24.11111 18.13333 22.08 15.71556 63.42667 4.72
22 26.55556 16.92444 23.25333 17.37778 60.74667 4.22
23 27.22222 18.51111 22.82667 18.28444 68.19111 4.44
24 23.22222 16.54667 24.32 16.84889 62.83111 4.28
25 25.77778 18.58667 26.34667 16.77333 69.68 4.4
26 25.11111 17.37778 25.92 15.86667 71.16889 4.08
27 26.11111 15.94222 22.18667 16.01778 68.78667 4.56
28 25.44444 18.28444 25.70667 16.09333 62.53333 4.1
29 27.33333 15.79111 23.46667 18.43556 65.21333 4.46
30 23.88889 17 25.28 17.68 71.76444 4.2
31 25.88889 16.62222 23.89333 16.69778 63.12889 4.26
32 26.33333 16.39556 25.17333 15.56444 69.38222 4.5
33 24.44444 15.86667 25.38667 17.45333 70.57333 4.9
34 26.66667 16.47111 22.72 16.32 67.89333 4.38
35 24 17.75556 22.50667 18.13333 62.23556 4.74
36 23.55556 18.20889 24.85333 17.90667 64.61778 4.82
37 26.88889 17.83111 24.74667 18.58667 69.97778 4.42
38 26.77778 16.69778 22.29333 18.51111 73.25333 4.54
39 25 17.68 21.76 16.54667 61.93778 4.32
40 27.44444 17.90667 24.21333 18.66222 63.72444 4.92
41 24.88889 15.64 23.57333 17 64.32 4.68
42 24.55556 17.15111 21.86667 16.92444 67.29778 4.7
43 25.66667 16.16889 24.53333 17.75556 60.44889 4.48
44 23.33333 15.48889 25.6 17.52889 61.34222 4.12
45 26 18.43556 25.06667 15.94222 69.08444 4.84

As described above, the two design point groups have the same number of design points.
As shown in Table 2, however, it can be seen that in the case of CCD, all six design variables are not
changed; only one or a few variables are changed, and other design variables are kept constant. On the
other hand, the LHS method can see each design point spread evenly across all regions, unlike the
CCD method.

5. Genetic Algorithm

A typical response surface method (RSM) is a method that approximates and models the
relationship of sampled design points in the form of polynomials, enabling quick and easy fitting for
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sampled design points, and finding the steepest rise point (optimum point) of the response surface
created within the solution space [30]. The RSM can curve, fitting quickly to find the optimal point,
but it is the simplest method. Therefore, additional methods are needed to solve complex engineering
problems. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a method based on natural selection to solve optimization
problems. Recently, many researchers have conducted optimal design studies combining the RSM
with GA, and proved its effect [11,31–34].

In this study, we also used the RSM and GA to predict the optimal point for the optimization of
the gas fire-extinguishing nozzle with six variables.

6. Validation of CFD Results

6.1. Validaition

The experimental data were used to validate the CFD results. Table 4 shows the comparison of
the results; the relative error rate was calculated using the following formula:

| (Exp.data − CFD data)/(Exp.data) | × 100 (%), (2)

Table 4. Comparison results between the experiment and computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

Exp. Results CFD Results Relative Error [%]

Inlet pressure [MPa] 5.954 5.95 0.0689
Inlet temp. [K] 291.667 294.0 0.7999

OSPL [dB] 102.4 103.249 0.8291

Since the relative error rate is approximately within 1%, the CFD results can be considered to
predict the noise that is emitted from the actual fire-extinguishing nozzle relatively accurately.

6.2. Reference Model

Prior to the optimal design study, the noise emitted from the reference model was calculated
as the sound pressure level from a total of 13 monitoring points that changed by 15 degrees in the
spherical coordinate system. Then, the noise characteristics were investigated by plotting the sound
pressure levels for each frequency, as shown in Figure 7.
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It was confirmed that the noise generated by the fire-extinguishing nozzle consisted of shock
wave and turbulence mixed noise. These types of noise are caused by the eddy viscosity and vorticity
of fluid [35,36]. Therefore, they were selected as the objective function for the optimization study,
and the silent fire-extinguishing nozzle was expected to be designed by minimizing them.

7. Optimal Design Results

The results of the reference model calculated with CFD were used as initial data to make design
points. A total of 45 design points was created using the CCD-based LHS method, and a total of three
optimal designs (O1, O2, and O3) were derived through the RSM and GA processes (see Table 5).

Table 5. Comparison results of design points between the reference model and optimized model.

Name X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

Reference Design 25 17 24 17 67 4.5
Optimum Design 1 24.439 18.207 21.6 16.071 73.7 4.6391
Optimum Design 2 22.638 18.17 21.662 16.689 72.613 4.4744
Optimum Design 3 26.978 18.685 23.777 15.858 72.233 4.4122

The derived optimum design points and reference model were evaluated using the sound pressure
levels from a total of 13 monitoring points; the results of the overall sound pressure level (OSPL) in
each monitoring point are illustrated in Figure 8. For the OSPL, the third optimal design (O3) among
the majority of monitoring points showed low sound pressure levels.
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A comparison of sound pressure levels with frequencies at the 11th monitoring point is shown in
Figure 9. The mixing noise of the second optimal design (O2) was shown to be significantly lower than
that of the other models. However, for the case of shock wave noise, the lowest value was shown in the
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third optimal design (O3). The reference model has a peak noise of 74.05 dB, while the O3 has a peak
noise of 70.29 dB. This value is greatly lower than 73.72 dB in the first optimal design (O1) and 73.85 dB
in the second optimal design (O2). This is why O3 has the lowest OSPL value. The third optimal
design (O3), which has the least noise, was selected as the final optimal design. The selected design
showed that the sound pressure level was calculated to average 3.3% lower than the reference model.
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8. Conclusions

As a result of this study, the following conclusions were obtained:
(1) The CFD results were verified by comparison with experimental data, and it was confirmed

that the extinguishing agent discharged from the gaseous fire-extinguishing nozzle caused the flow
noise composed of shock wave noise and turbulence mixed noise.

(2) Six design variables were selected for the development of the silent gaseous fire-extinguishing
nozzle and a total of 45 design points were derived using the modern DOE technique.

(3) The GA and RSM were used to predict the total of three optimum designs and the final optimal
design was derived by comparing these SPL values.

(4) The most influential variable was the diameter of the absorbent, followed by the inlet diameter
of the lower body. The optimum design point was found to have a 3.3% lower overall sound pressure
level compared to the reference model.
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